STL – Its Relocation to Harlow & Expansion in the 1960s
Background

Search for a new location

In 1946 when STL was set up, it was located in
Progress Way, Enfield. The building it occupied
was formerly the STC cable factory that had
moved to Newport.

Any site had also to offer adequate room for
expansion and provide the special facilities
required by the laboratory. Facilities for indoor and
outdoor recreation were also high on the list.
Three sites were short-listed, with a strong
preference for The Hall, Woodgreen Park in
Cheshunt, a dilapidated Ministry of Supply
munitions testing facility. It was in the Green Belt,
and although initial planning approval was granted,
Ministry approval could not be obtained.
There was a very vociferous local lobby against
the use of the site for R&D, led by a Harley Street
physician, his historical novelist wife and a
member of the chamber of a leading London QC.

STL trailers containing waveguides outside Progress Way site

Arthur Brown, who reported to the STL Site
Engineer Vic Bryant, was responsible for the move
from Enfield. He approached Harlow Development
Corporation as STC already had component
factories in Harlow, and a site was offered close
by.
Arthur argued this was not suitable for a research
lab so permission was then granted for a change
of use of the 18 acres sports’ field that STC used
on the London Road between Old Harlow and
Potter Street.
The new labs open and expand
The first phase of the labs was built by W.C.
French and completed, apart from some fitting-out
by mid 1959.

The buildings were far from ideal for R&D work,
and a makeshift clean room was built for
processing the infant semiconductor devices.
As R&D work expanded, outstations were rented in
the area for projects, e.g. a former bakery in
Enfield, Frogmore Hall at Watton-at-Stowe and a
large house near to Ware.

Frogmore Hall

By the early 1950s it was evident that a modern,
purpose-built research facility was needed. STC/
ITT supported this proposal, as STL was becoming
the major ITT R&D centre.

Five hundred people moved from Enfield to
Harlow, together with about 12 engineers from the
STC Ilminster R&D Labs.
The Site Master Plan was initially to build the
structures shown in the following diagram and then
to build more electronics’ lab blocks.

The labs viewed from London Road in 1960

Canteen

Consequently, S block was built adjacent to E
block (the LHS of the 2-storey blocks block in the
picture above) in 1964.
A further addition, U block, would be added in
1967.

Stairs to C block showing the characteristic glass decoration

The labs had expanded considerably by 1967

Common and support areas in the new labs
The new labs in London Road were designed and
built to a high standard that created an excellent
work overall environment for the staff that worked
there.
Visitors lounge

Foyer

Library

Personal Memories of Some Enfield Staff of the Move to Harlow
Tony (RA) Hall

Ken Batsford

My memories are inevitably a bit hazy after 60
years but I remember that we were one of the first
departments to move to the new lab block in
Harlow. The move went surprisingly well but I
remember we had to cope with the workmen
putting up the partitioning around us while we were
working.

Notes made of a phone conversation with Pete
Graves.

The canteen food was very good and at that stage
of the move there were very few customers and we
had waitress service. I remember being told that
the new building would be costing “a quarter of a
million pounds” which at the time seemed
astronomical!

I was offered the job but started work with David
Thomas on X-ray diffraction of germanium
crystals. Also studying etch pits in silicon to
determine the level of dislocations.

I was in the group under Harold Walker working
on junction transistor analogue circuitry and this
was part of the Transmission Division under Harry
Grayson. Also in this Division was another group
under Ken Cattermole working on digital circuitry
for pulse code modulation and they moved at the
same time. The microwave group under Leonard
Lewin was moved later.
These were exciting times and, as it had been at
Enfield, there was more of the atmosphere of a
university research lab than of an industrial
organisation.
In our group the senior engineers were Arthur
Brewster and Don Barber. Arthur was a very
practical engineer and in the early years at Enfield
(I joined STL in 1953). I remember him making
experimental point-contact transistors on the
bench! Don had previously worked in Canada and
introduced us to the concept of negative feedback
amplifiers that he had worked on. At this time the
frequency response of early junction transistors,
which were produced at STC Ilminster, was barely
sufficient for a medium wave radio receiver, but
Arthur managed to make such a radio in the lab at
Enfield.
At the time of the move the main road outside STL
(London Road) was part of the A11. Buses came
from as far as Loughton and Woodford, near
Chingford where I was living at the time, and
stopped right outside STL.
What is now the A414 was under construction and
at lunchtime we could walk across the road works
and through the wood to The Stow, where shops
were open all day. The shops in Old Harlow
continued for several years to close at lunchtime
until eventually they realised how much trade they
were missing.

In 1954 I completed my PhD in surface chemistry
at QMC, London, and a former researcher, Dr
Brian Clausen, who was working at STL Enfield
suggested I apply there for a job as a Surface
Chemist.

The section I was working in was part of a
department managed by René Rhodes.
The move to Harlow started in 1959 on a divisionby-division basis, and many of the new
laboratories were not flitted out so we were unable
to work immediately. Some of the staff was sent
home for the odd day.
During the move of our lab equipment by a
removals firm, several of our AVOmeters (a
famous multi-meter of the time) went missing, so
more had to be ordered!
One dramatic occurrence took place in the foyer
that was under construction. The framework was in
place but the glass had not been fitted, so one
could enter the Foyer by walking through any of
the unglazed sections. One day an engineer
named Gordon Heighington, who was carrying
some equipment, walked through what he thought
was an empty section only to find it had been
glazed. The glass panel shattered, leaving the
outline of his body! He was unhurt apart from some
facial bruising.
When my laboratory was completed I continued
with X-ray diffraction work, and built a large atomic
model of diamond in that incorporated a
dislocation. It was on display at the 1960 Open
Day.

I was also responsible for infrared spectrometry
(Tony Truelove) and electron microscopy (David
Thomas).

polycrystalline silicon and melted in an RF
induction furnace, from which a very high purity
single crystal of silicon pulled from the melt.

The purchase and use of the electron microscope
(EM) is described in another poster on display.
However, the installation of the equipment in one
of the labs, overlooking the central courtyard lawn
of STL, had a dramatic effect on the nearby
phones and those locally in Harlow. The EM
required a direct earth, i.e. not the mains earth, so
S&M chose a suitable spot in the lawn to drive a
spiked earth-rod deep into the ground. What was
not known until the phones went wrong was that
accidentally the rod had been driven through a
Post Office telephone cable that ran under the
lawn!
New management processes, e.g. project time
sheets, were introduced by Henry Wolfson (HR)
who had transferred from STC Ilminster. These
processes were a shock to some of the Enfield
staff who were used to a rather relaxed approach
to assigning time to specific projects they worked
on. Wolfson also introduced psychometric testing
when interviewing potential staff members and
also for middle management assessment –
perhaps it was a coincidence that the senior
assessor had a nervous breakdown!
Cars were less reliable in the 1960s, and
engineers did a lot of the maintenance on their car.
One lunchtime Ken Ellington decided to work on
his car, so he jacked it up and slid underneath.
Unfortunately the jack collapsed, trapping Ken. He
yelled for help and a member of Security, Jock
McKay – as wide and deep as he was tall! (it was
rumoured he was once police caber tossing
champion!) – came and lifted the car up,
singlehandedly, so Ken was released.
In1961 or 1962, a Department Manager was hired
to look after the materials area. It was John
Robinson, a metallurgist, who had previously run
the Metallurgy Dept at English Electric Nelson
Research Laboratories, Stafford. So I reported to
John for a number of years until he took up the
post of Technical Director of ITT Components
Group, Europe, when he moved to its Brussels
HQ. In 1968 I became Manager of the Materials
Division, reporting to Dr Joe Evans.

Eric Bush
The move to Harlow coincided with the completion
of the High Purity Silane Silicon project at Enfield,
which was transferred to Du Pont. I had been
actively involved with this project in conjunction
with Henley Sterling.
To produce the high purity silicon, silane (SiH4)
was made by reacting SiCl4 with lithium aluminium
hydride. The silane was then decomposed into

On arrival at Harlow in 1959,
I was effectively part of the
Chemistry Laboratory,
reporting to Eric Cornish.
For me this was an anticlimax without any real
motivation as the work was
routine analytical work.
Eventually, George King,
STL Chief Scientist, asked
me whether I would be
interested to take
responsibility for the Solid
State Research Department.
The Assistant Manager, John
Simmons had left STL in
May 1967 to take up a
lectureship at Lancaster University. After a little
thought I agreed to do this, and the November
1967 Organisation Chart shows I was responsible
for General Studies (Rudolf Heinecke), Forming
of Insulators (David Greene), Thin Film Cold
Cathodes (Ron Lomax) and Thin Film Memories
(Stan Sheppard).
It soon became evident that my job was to close
down the department, with the important task to
correctly re-locate all the members of his team.
This process took, if my memory is correct around
18 months, ending in 1968.
About this time, Eric Cornish moved to a post at
ITT Brussels, so I went to see George King to say
that I was interested in taking the overall
responsibility for the Chemical Laboratory. This I
did and it became part of the newly formed
Materials Evaluation Centre, working in
collaboration with Ruth Billington, in Ken
Batsford’s newly formed Materials Division.
In the 1970s, Doc Foord suggested that I should
be made responsible for a new activity in the field
of Capacitor Technology. This opened a new
research field for me, working on tantalum.

John Barnes
This is a summarised extract from my memoirs.
In July 1955 I joined STC New Southgate after
graduating in Electrical Engineering at QMC,
London.
I was assigned to the Audio Dept in Building 30,
which was a former aircraft hangar, where
telecommunication transducers were designed,
built and tested. There was a relic of an air raid
shelter that had been turned into an anechoic
chamber and provided the necessary degree of
silence for transducer testing to be carried out with
some expectation of sensible results unaffected by
environmental noise from the laboratory.
My manager was Hugh Leman who taught me a
great deal about acoustics and audio design theory
and practice.
Also in the same lab was J. S. P. Roberton who
designed the STC rocking armature receiver, a
highly sensitive transducer for use in telephone
handsets and which gave STC an advantage over
other manufacturers in respect of the receiving
level of speech in the telephone handsets from
1959 onwards.
After working in building 30 for about a year,
management decided that they would cease
telephone design on the research side and transfer
it to STL at Enfield. So in early 1956, Hugh Leman
and his boss Mr Pocock moved Brian (Jim)
Halliwell, and myself to Enfield, to set up a new
telecoms research laboratory, concentrating on the
telephone instrument.
Stan Moore was responsible for a lot of the
mechanical building of laboratory mock-ups.
Transistors had just been invented and there were
plans to incorporate them into the telephone
instrument to enhance performance and add
additional features in the path between
communicating subscribers. But there was a lot of
experimenting and getting to know their limitations
and advantages before we would incorporate them
into the circuit design of a telephone set. Features
such as hands-free, or loud-speaking telephones
were eventually designed, and handsets with
additional receiving volume.

The problem when STC tried to persuade the APO
to buy the Pentacosta system was that LM
Erickson had been in Australia for 3-4 years, so
our switching side of our proposal was not taken
seriously.
However, the STL team was able to advise on the
transmission planning side of telecommunications.
I was able to persuade the APO to accept the ITT
telephone designed by ITT Antwerp, albeit with
some British designed components, in particular
the use of the rocking armature receiver.
I had contacts at Southgate to advise me on its
manufacture and I spent the rest of my time in
Sydney setting up the production line. This also
involved building prototype equipment to
automatically test and adjust the sensitivity for
optimum at the end of production line. These
prototypes eventually morphed into permanent test
positions on the line, involving amplifier design
using transistors. Also a magnetisation position
using a large capacitor charged to 1500V that put
a pulse of current through a magnetising coil to set
up the transducer field magnet. The sensitivity of
the transducer was then adjusted by a
demagnetising process until the desired sensitivity
was achieved. Part of the sensitivity check was
achieved using a rocking armature receiver as a
microphone, set up as a probe microphone in an
approximation to an artificial ear. I must say I found
the work fascinating, challenging and satisfying.
When the work was completed, I returned to
England in the Spring of 1960, not to STL Enfield
but at its new site in Harlow. Here I chose to stay
with the Acoustics Lab as I had come away from
STC Sydney with a number of ideas I thought I
might be able to build on.
At STL Harlow, Hugh Leman had already set up
the Acoustic Laboratory and some of the staff from
STC New Southgate had been transferred to
Harlow. The also brought with them much of their
audio test equipment.
The Harlow Council offered my wife and me a
choice of six 3-bedroom houses to rent, all brand
new. We chose one in Waterhouse Moor.

In January 1959, Don Weir the Department
Manager, asked me to become part an STC team
interfacing with the Australian Post Office (APO)
with the aim of encouraging them to buy the ITT
Pentaconta telephone exchange system being
designed in Europe. The period would be for 6 to
18 months.
So after a lot of preparation, in April my wife and I
flew from London Heathrow to Sydney on a Bristol
Britannia aircraft. We stopped at 8 or 9 airports on
the way to refuel and restock. It took 36 hours!
Hugh Leman in the Harlow Acoustics Lab

Colin Marr
STL Enfield
It was a privilege for me to have worked at STL
both at Progress Way, Enfield and in the early days
at Harlow. My first experience of the Enfield labs
was in the mid 1950s, worked at the labs during
school holidays. In this way as a teenager I first
became familiar with the place and met the likes of
Joe Evans, Don Weir, Albert Langton, Arthur
Brown and Al Jenkins. When I left school in
1958, bristling with A Levels, it was necessary for
me to supplement the family income and university
wasn’t then an option. It was a natural thing for me
to go straight into full time employment at STL and
I worked there for two years as a Lab Assistant
before studying full-time for a degree in physics.
My first job at Enfield was in
the Measurements Lab,
working for Bill Kerr and
Gordon Heighington along
with Pat Russen and Jill
Fowler, all under the
leadership of Joe Evans. He
had some highly recognised
work on transistors other
semiconductor devices. In the
lab we had some quite sophisticated high precision
equipment, some of which was used in a screened
room. One of my tasks was using a four-probe jig
to measure the resistivity along bars of zonerefined silicon.
Later, working for Derek
Tibbetts, we made p-n
alloy junction diodes and
did countless plots of their
performance. Some of the
equipment was new and
state-of-the-art, including
Tektronics oscilloscopes,
which looked really
modern compared to our
old Cossor ‘scopes.
The Move
I can remember very little about the preparations
for the move from Progress way to Harlow, but I
recall the feeling being a positive one, if only
because the old premises were cramped and run
down.
Despite the distance of the move, which would
present a problem for some, the idea of new and
bigger labs in a New Town was attractive. Forays
out to visit the new site and view work in progress
were exciting. There was no M11 then and the
favoured routes were either on the old A11 through
Epping, which was sometimes slow, or crosscountry from Waltham Abbey. At that time the lanes
across Nazeing Common were twisting and

narrow, with a very narrow and hazardous bridge,
since widened.
One dramatic incident that I remember was to do
with moving the library. Tea chests of books and
journals were loaded onto removal vans with
insufficient thought to the total weight. One van
couldn’t make it up the narrow hill at Nazeing and
blocked the road until relief could get through.
First impressions of Harlow
The phenomenon of Harlow being a New Town
was of great interest, with newness and planning
being somehow consistent with technological
progress, which was what the labs were all about.
The New Town had been built on what had been
open farmland and the labs were on what had
been New Hall Farm, owned by William Soper,
whose farmhouse was visible in the fields across
London Road. The story was that the compulsory
purchase of his land led Soper to commit suicide.
The once rural nature of the STL site was
evidenced on one occasion by the Essex Hunt
tallyho-ing on horseback in full costume into the
field south of the labs, in pursuit of a fox. Some of
us went out and jeered - and cheered in support of
the fox!
The Laboratories
From the utilitarian dinginess of Progress Way, the
Harlow labs were a modern delight. The floor-toceiling glass entrance foyer was complete with
state of design with Mies van der Rohe
‘Barcelona’ leather seats, and the whole feeling
was of light, airy and contemporary style.
Such was the feeling of community at STL that any
difference in status between PhDs and others
didn’t matter at all. In fact, in those days some of
the most eminent and highly regarded people at
the labs, such as Cyril Drake, Henley Sterling,
Harry (HB) Rantzen and even the esteemed Alec
Reeves seemed to be without rank or title.
The lab spaces were mostly unfinished when we
moved in and there was some improvisation to get
work started. I recall workbench island units fitted
with rows of 13amp sockets but still devoid of live
power! The labs had wood-block floors with underfloor electric heating. We were all very blasé when
mercury was spilled, sometimes in kilogram
quantities, when it all disappeared down the
gaps in the blocks. However, when the heating
came on, the mercury vaporised and we were all
unwittingly subjected to mercury vapour poisoning.
I think it was Henry Wolfson who spotted this
hazard and had the bright idea of sprinkling
sulphur powder on the floor and brushing it down
the gaps. I doubt it did any good. Symptoms of
mercury poisoning include hair loss and loose
teeth - I wonder?

My Work
I returned to STL in 1964 after university and a
year working at GEC Hirst Research Centre – a
most uncongenial place and in turmoil as GEC was
being reorganised.
At STL I worked with Bill Crossland in Theo
Roettgers group, concerned with the ‘physics of
ageing’ of nickel-chromium thin
films. My work was to
determine the mean-free-path in
single crystal chromium, which
involved working at the limits of
a Varian ultra high vacuum
system. The work was
demanding but Bill and I were
able to publish a paper on the
topic. I later found out that the
work had been funded by a US agency concerned
with the Apollo space programme,
which led later to the landing
on the moon in 1969.
I then moved to the Materials Evaluation centre,
working with Bill on thick film technology, which
involved liaison with ITT’s unit in Paignton.

Myrtle Good
Transcript by Colin Marr (CM) of a telephone
conversation with Myrtle Good (MG) on 5 March
2019.
CM: Myrtle, I know you were at
the Labs from the very early
days – please tell us about it
and what you remember of the
move to Harlow.
MG: It was my first job and I
started at STC New Southgate
in the Accounts Department on
my seventeenth birthday in
1941, and I continued there throughout the war
years. Despite the war it was a happy time for me.
I got married while I was at New Southgate, for
which I was given a few days leave, which at that
time was classified at ‘Urgent Domestic
Stress’ (UDS)! When I heard about STL and the
Labs opening up in Progress Way, I applied and
had the good fortune to transfer there in January
1947. Looking back now, I feel I have spent almost
as many years receiving a pension, as I did a
salary!
The accounts department then was under the
management of my lovely boss, L A Kirby (staff
were known by their first two initials then) and I
enjoyed working for him. The number of people at
the Labs then was quite small and it was said that
you could take one short walk round the corridors
and meet everyone. There was an exciting and
enthusiastic atmosphere with lovely young

scientists working with others who had come
straight from their wartime duties.
The social side of life at the Labs was very
important with the Athletic and Social Club (ASC)
organising events and evening entertainments in
the canteen. These were popular gatherings with
involvement by quite senior people. I remember
Harry Grayson (head of one of the divisions) was
well liked for his performance as a comedian and
magician!
There were serious aspects of work at the labs too,
with some ‘secret’ work being done on a hushhush basis. I recall one incident when George
King (Division Head) wanted to carry out an
experiment that was thought to be risky and we
had to evacuate the offices and all stand out in the
road. L A Kirby was not happy about this!
The move to Harlow was an exciting period and
took a lot of organising. This was a testing time for
the Accounts Department – particularly because
(just like in the war) “the payroll must go through”
and at that time many of the staff were paid weekly
with cash in brown envelopes.
Again, the social side at Harlow was much
encouraged through the ASC and we had the
tennis courts built. I remember playing mixed
doubles on a Saturday when I was partnered with
A H Reeves, with whom I had only spoken to on
the phone. However, Reeves was “late on court”
and it all had to be delayed, for which he was
apologetic and explained that he had something
else important to do. Reeves was somewhat
eccentric, but I got to know him better (and his
equally eccentric accounts!) later on.
There was a good sense of comradeship at the
Labs. In the early days at Enfield I remember the
car park often had a collection of old cars that staff
worked on to keep them going and to help others
at times of need. This was not always work of the
highest quality and I recall my husband being none
too pleased by something done to ‘fix’ our car, by
Eric Cornish, I think!
To end with, I want to say I have so many happy
memories and with so many lasting friendships
that have warmed my happy life – they are lovely
to recollect and smile at! I send my love and “Good
wishes!”
CM: In addition to the names mentioned above,
others came into the conversation and were
remembered with affection – these included: Don
Weir, Don Hunter, Alan Marr, Joe Evans, Doc
Foord, Ken Batsford, Albert Langton, Arthur
Brewster, Tony Truelove, Jack Griffiths, and the
list could have been a longer one if we had time to
chat!

Staff Transport to STL Harlow from Enfield
About 500 members of staff were to be transferred
to Harlow. Many decided to stay in the Enfield area
whilst others moved or planned to move to the
Harlow area. Public transport between Enfield and
Harlow was difficult, so the STL management
decided to provide a free coach service to and from
the towns, easing the journey for many of the staff
to get to Harlow.

At the beginning there may have been more than
one coach provided, each taking about 50 people.

The Coach

Car-pools

Myrtle Good

Ken Batsford

STL provided a daily coach service to transport
staff to and from Enfield, which was invaluable and
it ran from the time of the move for quite a long time
later, three or four years. I used to get a lift from my
home in Chingford and would be picked up by the
coach at Waltham Abbey. I would always take the
seat next to J K Webb (senior manager) who taught
me to do the The Times crossword. Usually we
couldn’t complete it in time and the pattern was, that
later in the morning, Harry Rantzen (father of
Esther) would call at my office and finish it off!

Members of staff who did not live near to the coach
stops or preferred the freedom of travelling to and
from STL by private transport, formed car- pools to
share the cost of petrol. However, journeys were not
without incident:

Ken Batsford
A coach service to Harlow was introduced to ferry
staff that chose to stay in the Enfield area. One
night a coach was hit by a stag running onto the A11
in Epping Forest, causing some damage to the
coach’s paintwork.
Colin Marr
The Enfield start and drop off point was the Cecil
Road car park (long gone) by Enfield town centre. I
forget the start time, it may have been 7:30, or
possibly 8:00, but there was often a flurry of cars
parking to drop off people just in time to catch the
coach. The usual route was up the A10, Carterhatch
Lane, Waltham Abbey, Wake Arms and then the old
A11 through Epping, picking up staff on the way.
The novelty of the journey didn’t last long and I think
I often slept through it.
The coach left from the front entrance of STL
Harlow promptly at 5:00 pm, and there was a big
incentive not to miss it – hence the rush.
On one occasion it had snowed and the coach took
an alternative route to avoid one of the hills, but we
still got stuck somewhere conveniently close to a
pub, which provided refuge until somehow we got
going again.
When I re-joined STL after college in 1964 I was
relieved to find the coach service still running. I was
living in Highgate then and my routine was to drive
(in my 1939 Lancia Aprilia – a car that stayed with
me through the ‘60s) to Enfield. I collected Dave
Thomas from Muswell Hill on the way, when the
conversation in the car was sometimes animated
and often political.

Some of those members of staff with cars decided
to form car-pools to share the cost and give greater
flexibility to their start time of work and when they
left

On one occasion a car driven by Ted Davidson in
S&M, drove down a winding lane with banks on
either side, when an animal jumped off the bank and
landed on the bonnet of the car. I’m not certain
what damage was caused.
One winter the hill over Nazeing Common was icebound, and cars had to queue at the bottom of the
hill until the one in front made it to the top.
However, a car had sometimes to make several
attempts before the getting to the top.
Tony Hall
As I lived at Chingford, I used to drive to STL,
occasionally car-sharing with others from STL,
including Tony Truelove. I can remember that traffic
through Epping was so light that we could park at
the curbside to go into the shops, even during busy
times, without any problem!

STL Harlow 1959 – R&D Personnel Moved from STC Ilminster
Ilminster is a small market town on the A303 in
Somerset which meant that at holiday times it used
to be choked with traffic on its way to the West
Country. When WW2 became imminent the
manufacture of a powerful radio valve, perhaps
magnetrons, was transferred from STC Woolwich
to the remote and much safer Somerset
countryside, and was located in an abandoned
rope factory on the Chard road outside Ilminster.
Derek Bolger
I joined the R&D section at STC Ilminster in 1956,
where research was proceeding on
semiconductors. The section was under the
management of Henry Wolfson MBE and
consisted of about 20 people - engineers,
assistants and maintenance staff. Most of the other
people on site were developing and producing
large radio valves as they had done pre-war at
Woolwich. I was married in 1957 and my wife and I
lived in one of about 20 wartime prefabs
constructed for STC on the edge of town. These
were basic, cold in the winter, but cheap (9s.6p per
week - about 50p in new money) and almost in the
country. There was a great fuss when the rent was
increased by 3 shillings!
The R&D section was mostly involved with
germanium, growing the element as single crystals
and then making diodes. It was claimed to have
made the first transistor in Britain.

serious accident. It produced masses of crystals
which were then consolidated by the famous
Enfield ‘Silver Boat’ process.
From some time in 1958 we became aware that
Ilminster was to be closed. The new STC factory at
Paignton was our likely destination and would have
been popular with our mainly west country staff,
but eventually we were told that R&D would join
the Enfield Lab in its move to Harlow, while the rest
of the unit would go to Paignton. We were not very
happy! We were taken by coach to see Harlow and
to view some of the many new houses to rent. We
saw, but didn’t visit, the labs on London Road
which were nearing completion.
In the summer of 1959 we closed the R&D
operation, having to do much of the dismantling,
portering and packing ourselves, as the
maintenance crew had mostly moved already. We
moved in August 1959 and at Harlow again had to
deal with our equipment ourselves. Our furniture
was ‘wartime factory’ style and caused some ribald
comment when compared with what was coming
from Enfield. There were about 12 of us. including
Henry Wolfson, Stan Sheppard, Keith Preece,
Dick Swann, Geoff Walker and myself. We were
allocated space in K and L Buildings. Not
everybody had yet moved from Enfield so the
place seemed quite empty. We settled in quite
quickly but the more junior people drifted back to
Ilminster within a year or so.
I was relieved that I was leaving the zinc-silicon
tetrachloride process behind. I had a go at growing
germanium ‘dendrite’ single crystals on a ribbon
seed, a process that had become fashionable - I
don’t remember why. Some of them were quite
good but, as a visiting senior ITT Director (Paul
Adams?) told us, “They were great on the outside
but were intrinsically bum”.

Silicon had advantages over germanium as a
transistor material but because of its affinity for
oxygen and much higher melting point, was more
difficult to prepare in single crystal form. At STL
Enfield a team were experimenting with the highly
flammable gas silane (silicon hydride) while at
Ilminster we made silicon by reducing silicon
tetrachloride with zinc vapour. Silicon tetrachloride
is a very reactive, highly acidic and volatile
material, and the boiling point of zinc is 920C, this
was a process we were lucky to survive without a

I then went into III-V compound semiconductors
with Colin Goodman. Keith Preece ran a devices
lab in L Building but I don’t remember what Stan
Sheppard did. We all settled in quite well within
months, but I was not the only one who sometimes
missed Ilminster.

Dick Swann
Following the announcement that the STC
Ilminster Labs would close, it was proposed by the
head of the labs, Henry Wolfson MBE, that
positions could be sought in STC Paignton, Devon,
or at the new labs under construction at Harlow
Essex.
Those short listing STL as a destination were
invited to collectively visit the new labs with their
wives/partners by means of a hired bus with
accommodation provided at the Foxley Hotel in
Bishops Stortford.
The selected roll call of potential employees
consisted of:

‒ Henry Wolfson: chemist, semiconductor
materials and devices and Head of the STC
Ilminster Laboratories.

‒ Miss Stockbridge: secretary
‒ Stan Sheppard: head of germanium transistor
and thermistor development.

‒ Geoff Walker: physicist/mathematician, device
characterisation

‒ John Parrott: tool maker/engineering models.
‒ Keith Preece: audio specialist and advanced
measurement techniques.

‒ Derek Bolger: physicist working on silicon
semiconductor materials research

‒ Tony Jewel and ? Stevens worked with Keith
Preece on high quality amplifiers

first floor of the ‘admin (C) block’ from where we
overlooked the on-going construction of the glassenclosed foyer.
It is lasting in the memory that the day the final
plate glass panel was installed, a new employee in
Keith Preece’s department was exiting the building
with a cooling fan in his hand (reason unknown),
when our attention was drawn to the noise and
then sight of the entire glass panel collapsing to
the ground. The victim escaping at speed without a
scratch!
Henry Wolfson aspired to be a divisional manager
but was appointed into HR with specific
responsibility for executive and graduate
recruitment.
An early fall out from the recruitment programme
was Stevens, who set up a small company in
Crewkerne, Somerset to build radios. He had
previously purchased five hives of bees from me
but the colony took flight across Salisbury Plain
before reaching Harlow!!
After a couple of years John Parrott returned to the
West Country and was employed by Racal in
Seaton, Devon, in the radio division. Soon after,
Mike Yea followed and ended up on the Somerset
levels.
I worked initially in the lab of Sheppard and
Walker, on the development of pnp germanium
mesa transistors, in Room 22 (see 1960 Open Day
poster). It was fairly primitive fabrication of these
devices with the mesa formed by dropping hot wax
onto the semiconductor surface to serve as a mask
for etching the germanium. The advent of
photolithography was awaited!

‒ Mike Yea
‒ Dick Swann: worked on thermistors, and
characterisation and reliability of junction alloy
transistors
The excursion to Harlow was arranged for the
prospective transferees to view the area and the
newly constructed labs. It was somewhat daunting
for the West Country wives and partners to see the
density of traffic and vast housing estates, both
completed and under construction. There was
however the pleasant distraction of large swathes
of green spaces (later diminished) good planning
of roads and shopping precincts (The High, The
Stow and Bush Fair), provision of good schools
e.g. Mark Hall, the provision of parks and green
spaces decorated with sculptures from the local
Perry Green artist, Henry Moore.
All of the above employees accepted positions for
starting in August 1959. The laboratory areas were
not yet ready for occupancy and it was necessary
to temporarily lodge among packing boxes, on the

Dick Swan with
the plasma
equipment at the
Physics Society
Exhibition in 1965

After a one year I was transferred to the Materials
Division, headed up by Dr Joe Evans, reporting to
Henley Sterling and in close liaison with Dave
Thomas on the new concept of silicon epitaxial
deposition and the study of the attainment of
crystal perfection. The process was demonstrated
at the 1965 Physics Society Exhibition at
Manchester.
In 1966, I was transferred to ITT Shockley Labs in
Palo Alto and in 1968 was appointed head of R&D
at ITT Semiconductors, West Palm Beach.

STL Harlow – Migration of Personnel from Other Labs in the 1960s
When STL opened in 1959, there must have been
publicity, and word must have got round the R&D
community about this modern laboratory located in
the countryside with the facilities and
accommodation of the new town of Harlow. As a
result, scientists and engineers applied, or were
headhunted, for positions at STL.

‒

Sadie Hughes.

‒

Moira Platel, who I later married, preceded me
by a few weeks;

The following summarises some of these moves of
groups of people rather than just individuals.

AEI Research Labs, Harlow
The Labs had been set up in 1954 under the name
Siemens Edison Swan, but changed its name in
1959 to AEI (Associated Electrical Industries),
which was a holding company for diverse firms.
AEI was absorbed into GEC in 1967.
The labs closed in 1964, and the building (Great
Eastern House) on Edinburgh Way survived and
was occupied by ITT in the 1970s and 80s.
Mike Presland
I joined AEI straight from college in 1959 and spent
three years in the Phosphors and Photoconductors
Section under Joe Franks.
My job was to find a way to produce pure zinc
sulphide powder which I did using ion-exchange
resins. I also studied electroluminescence of
doped ZnS and produced a red phosphor, though it
was unstable and degraded over time. I became
interested in X-rays as a means of measuring
accurate lattice parameters.
In 1962 I saw an advert in the New Scientist for an
X-ray Crystallographer at STL and was attracted
by the better facilities. I got out just in time as in
1964 the Harlow AEI Labs closed down and
activities moved to Rugby.
The working atmosphere at AEI was much more
friendly and relaxed than at STL, and you were
free to follow some wild idea that might lead to
nothing. There was no planning or targets, except
in a very vague sense, yet we achieved an
impressive amount of progress in research and
development of our subject.
Socially we frequently met together in the evenings
for a section get-together, which didn’t happen at
STL probably because so many people still lived in
the Enfield area.
Others who also made the move were:
‒

Kit Ballantyne who for a short time was in
George King's Blue Sky Research Team and
then left to lecture at UCL;

Moira Presland (née Platel) undertaking silver boat zone refining

‒

When the Labs closed, Joe Franks, Derek
Mash, Edmund Gray and Geoff Gurnet, all
from the AEI Phosphors and Photoconductor
Section, also moved to STL.

Sadie Hughes
I joined the research labs of AEI in 1958 to work in
the Phosphors and Photoconductors Section led
by Joe Franks. The research I was involved was to
develop a method of growing single crystals of
cadmium sulphide (CdS) from the vapour phase in
a silica tube.
When this was achieved, work continued to
produce more stable crystals with fewer defects,
and from different faces of the crystal.
Changing the properties of the crystals by doping
and bombarding with gamma rays was also part of
the programme. The mechanism for nucleation
was always elusive and results were difficult to
replicate. This, with the aid of a cine-camera, was
my final project when I left in 1963 to join STL.

We were a young team at AEI and the working
environment was enjoyable. Because AEI had
huge government grants, the work we did wasn't
driven by any commercial pressure and the
incentives to achieve came from other research
establishments
There was no rationalisation in any part of AEI and
our work was duplicated in other AEI labs.
As AEI was collapsing in the 1960s we were told
that our section would be transferred to Rugby.
Moira Platel, Kit Ballantyne and Mike Presland had
moved to STL in 1962. In 1963, Kit told me that
Arthur Brewster at STL was recruiting, so I
applied for the job. After being interviewed by
Arthur, I spent a whole day doing tests organised
by Henry Wolfson in Personnel. At the end of the
day, I was offered the job, which was producing
very thin acetate films for use in a thermal imaging
device. Later I worked on an early PIR device.
This was the big difference between the two R&D
labs - the STL research was aimed at a product
with commercial possibilities. I found this more
satisfactory than the way research was conducted
AEI.
Another difference was that AEI had a cavalier
attitude to safety, where I had several bad
accidents. Working at STL was very different, that
placed importance on health and safety.

GEC Hirst Research Centre
The Centre was set up in 1922 by the General
Electric Company Ltd. It carried out a wide variety
of R&D projects in support of the parent company’s
wide product portfolio: heavy electrical, metallurgy,
telecommunications, domestic products,
germanium and silicon devices, and new
semiconductor materials.
Hirst Laboratories were demolished in the early
1990s, primarily because GEC had stopped
funding serious research, as it was not
immediately profitable.
Note: the following is based on recollections of
Pete Graves who worked for Colin Goodman in the
mid 1960s.
Colin Goodman
Colin was an Oxford educated chemist, who did
research under Prof. Hume-Rothery. He joined
Hirst in 1950 where he made pioneering
investigations into semiconductors, ultra-pure
materials and high frequency silicon transistors.
He also worked on novel tertiary semiconducting
compounds (e.g. Ag-Ga-Se), as shown in a patent
submitted in 1955.

Colin joined STL in 1960, probably attracted by the
new lab facilities and location compared with
Wembley.
He set up a range of research projects concerned
with electronics applications of high technology
materials, e.g. the growth of single crystal GaAs
and work on red LEDs.
Colin also successfully proposed to the STL
Exploratory Research Group that a facility be set
up to study materials at high pressures and
temperatures, for which he recruited John Lees to
run the laboratory.
He also initiated and ran a flourishing seminar
series, mainly given by members of staff to spread
the work of the labs to all staff, and to counteract
isolation of research groups.
Colin had a deep and life-long interest in the
properties of materials and had an encyclopedic
knowledge of the field.
John Lees
John was a graduate of Aberdeen University,
having carried out his PhD work under Prof. R.V.
Jones. He joined Hirst in the early 1950s and
knew Colin well. Later he left to join the National
Engineering Laboratory (NEL) in East Kilbride.
When Colin had obtained funding for the STL highpressure facility, John was his choice to run the
laboratory, so he joined STL in 1962.
Once the high-pressure equipment was built, it
was proven by growing diamond single crystals.
Then’ the equipment was used for a variety of
projects, including the effect of pressure and
temperature on the properties of semiconducting
materials.
Clive Stewart
Clive joined STL in the autumn of 1963, after
working at Hirst since graduating in chemistry. At
STL he set up the growth of GaAsP, grown as an
epitaxial layer on GaAs substrates using the arsine
-phosphine system.
When the grown material was of sufficient quality,
planar techniques were used to fabricate p-n
junctions, by the diffusion of Zn into the epitaxial
layer through a silicon oxide mask.
When forward biased, these devices emit light at a
wavelength lying in the range 660–690 nm,
depending on the alloy composition.
The devices were characterised by Jack Peters
and devices made into alphanumeric displays by
Gordon Henshall.

Nelson Research Labs, Stafford
The Labs were part of English Electric, which
marketed a diverse range of products: heavy
electrical equipment, railway engines e.g. the first
UK diesel electric locomotive, the Deltic;
aeroplanes, e.g. the Canberra; the first generation
medium jet bomber, computers, e.g. the DEUCE.
Research at NRL worked on projects supporting
some of these products and also undertook
semiconductor research. In 1968 EE merged with
GEC.
Note: the following is based on a meeting of
Gabrielle Green with Pete Graves when she was
on holiday in Europe from her home in Canada
John Robinson
John ran the NRL Metallurgy Department, which
was concerned with investigating processes and
developing techniques in support of EE’s
engineered products, and also the emerging
semiconductor activity.
Whether it was because either NRL was starting to
get into dire straits or downsizing was imminent,
John left in 1961 or 1962 to take up a position of
Department Manager for Materials R&D at STL.
John was responsible for most of the work in Kcorridor (ferrites, high pressure, plastics.
metallurgical processing and plasma deposition),
and also Ken Batsford’s materials’ assessment
area.
In ca 1966 John was appointed Technical Director
of ITT Components Group, Europe, and moved to
Brussels.
Roger & Gabrielle Greaves
At NRL, Roger worked in the brazing laboratory
managed by John Robinson. After John joined STL
he contacted Roger about the facilities and
opportunities there, and he and Gabrielle applied
for jobs.
They moved to STL in 1963; Roger was assigned
as a Research Assistant (RA) in Derek Bolger’s
lab, working on III-V and other semiconductor
materials. Gabrielle was also employed as a RA,
working for George Antell on epitaxy. Later she
moved to the metallography area in Ruth
Billington’s department, reporting to Wilbert
George, and concurrently attended Technical
College part-time for 4 years, earning an LIM
(Licentiate of the Institute of Metals).
In 1974 Gabrielle left STL and subsequently
moved with her second husband Gordon Green to
Seattle, USA. After gaining an MS in Metallurgical
Engineering, she worked for Boeing for 35 years.

Wilbert George
Wilbert ran the metallography lab at NRL and it is
assumed that as the labs were in dire straits, he
also moved to STL. Initially he worked on
preparing titanium diboride (TiB2) by thermally
reacting titanium hydride (or tetrachloride) with
diborane (B2H6). The titanium diboride was then
melted into an ingot using the silver boat process –
a great achievement as the melting point of TiB2 is
3230°C.
When funding ceased, Wilbert moved into the
Materials Evaluation Centre, managed by Ruth
Billington, and was involved in metallurgical
problems arising in processing.

STL Lab Areas in 1960
Throughout the time that STL was located at
Enfield and its outposts, and subsequently at
Harlow, the Site Facilities team had an important
rôle for creating and maintaining a working
environment where world-leading R&D could take
place.
At STL’s new location in Harlow, a wide range of
work was undertaken to provide:
•

Laboratories

•

Clean rooms

•

Test and evaluation chambers

•

Short-run manufacturing

•

Design and administration offices

•

Workshops

•

Valve research

Specialist storage for volatile materials and
gases

•

Site and clean room maintenance

•

Fire and safety

Semiconductor research lab

Unknown lab shot with Clive Vernon (left), who worked at Enfield and
Harlow, and Dr David Greenaway (right) who was recruited to the labs
around 1960
Random related car anecdotes: Clive sold Colin Marr his first car, a
Morris 8, for £25 and David drove a light-weight Healey coupe, which
Pete Graves thinks was an ex-Le Mans car from the early 1950s!

Unknown lab area

Circular wave-guide for long haul communications

STL Lab Areas in 1960

Eric Bush (left) evaluating electronic analysis equipment with the
supplier’s representative from the USA

Radio chemical lab

PCM equipment for speech. Arthur Hoeur is the man in shirtsleeves

Spark machining equipment developed in Jackie Jackson’s
department, being operated by Ron Stern

Semiconductor research

Model shop

Photos of Enfield and Harlow in 1950s and 60s

Joe Evans doing something with an ancient phone
and batteries! Note signal generator, spotgalvanometer in the background and drawingcurves on the table.

1965: STC/ITT publicity photo of
‘A young Doctor from the USA
pulling a crystal at STL’

1963: Ken Batsford operating his X-ray diffraction
equipment.
1960: Alan Marr and Don Hunter working on the
Zebra computer.

1965: Management cricket team.
Standing from left: Jack Woodward, Reg Galbraith,
Keith Preece, Peter White, Arthur Brown, Don Weir,
Ken Batsford
Colin Marr’s workbench at Enfield.
Note crowded apparatus, asbestos-cord
lagged vessel, reagent/ solvent bottle
(trichloroethylene?) and Variac

Seated: first left P.J.Rogers; third from left George King;
third from right Arthur Starr; second from right Len
Lewin;
Standing front row: to right of Lewin, Bernard Setchfield.

Seated from left: Tony Young, John Clare, Joe Evans,
Colin Goodman.

1965 Staff cricket team
Can you name the people with a question mark?
Standing from left: ?, ?, Ian Scanlon. Alan Marr,
Albert Langton, Eric Macklen
Seated from left: Martin Coleman, ?, Ernie Workman,
John Baxter, Derek Bolger.

1960 STL Open Day – Current R&D Work Exhibits
STL moved to Harlow during 1959 and, in 1960, an
Open Day was held. The following is an extract
from a booklet Guide to the Exhibits given to
visitors to view the current R&D work going on in
the numbered rooms (for frequency expressed in
c/s, read Hz)
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1

8.

Switching Signalling & Data Processing

Miscellaneous Materials

‒ Junction ceramic capacitors with high
capacitance to volume ratio

‒ High purity indium antimonide for Hall effect
devices
Miscellaneous Materials

‒ Preparation of pure silicon carbide by

‒ Measurement of frequency and errors at

sublimation

250 to 1000 Baud

‒ Crystal polishing of germanium for very high

‒ Zebra computer
2

Transmission Laboratory

‒ TV transmission by PCM
‒ 16-level PCM TV gear
‒ Transistor 50Mc/s wide IF amplifier
‒ 8mm wave modulation with 10 nanosec
pulses
3

Electro Mechanical Filters

‒ Two filters operating at 100kc/s with
bandwidths of 900 and 450c/s

‒ PCM Research
‒ 23 telephone channels on each pair of a
multi-conductor cable

‒ Magnetic PCM coder generating a 24
channels, 7 digit output

‒ Magnetic pulse distributor serialising pulses
at a PRF of 1.536Mc/s

‒ Optical examination of magnetic films
‒ Thin films
‒ Intruder alarm using a modulated IR beam
4

Circuit Laboratory

‒ Transistorised counter operating in the Mc/s
range

‒ Magnetic hysteresis measurement
‒ 12 word ferrite store of 25 bits
5

Switching & Local Area Apparatus

‒ TDM circuitry for 5000 to 10000 line
exchange

‒ PCM modulated signals
6

frequency transistors

Crystals Laboratory

‒ Float zone by RF heating
‒ Crystal growth by the pulling process
‒ Silver boat refining of silicon

‒
9

Zone refining of germanium
Plastics Lab Extrusion & Moulding

‒ Moulded expanded polystyrene dielectrics
‒ Winding helical waveguides
‒ Creep, thermal cycling and peel testing of
experimental helical waveguide

‒ Curing of casting resins
‒ Compression moulding
10 Mechanical Research
‒

Spark erosion machine and applications

‒

Display of valves, cavity resonators and
microwave components

11 Chemical Metallurgical & radiation

‒

X-ray equipment used to measure
imperfections in crystals, crystal structure
and imperfections

‒

Electrical discharge fern pattern in Perspex

‒

Effect of radiation from a Van de Graaff
generator on polythene and silicone rubber

‒

Gas and paper chromatography

‒

‒

100-channel pulse analyser to measure
weak radioactivity

Infrared prism spectrometer and a grating
spectrometer

‒

Automatic Hall voltage and conductivity
apparatus, measuring from -210 to +20°C

12 Microwave Laboratory
‒

Long distance waveguide transmission,
with potential of 100,000 channels

‒

Static display of 4mm components: magictee, 10dB directional coupler

‒

Mavar parametric amplifier

‒

Microwave field safety instrument

‒

Electron spin resonance

‒

Testing waveguides

13 Silicon Devices
‒

Techniques and processes for high
frequency transistors

14 Valve Laboratory
‒

Millimetre wavelength reflex klystron

‒

Millimetre wavelength backward wave
oscillator

20 Infra Red Rays Application

21 Magnetics Laboratory
‒

Kerr effect to measure magnetism direction
in the surface of a ferrite sample

‒

Growth of garnets and measurement of
magnetic domains using the Faraday effect

‒

Domain movement in magnetic thin films

22 Germanium Devices
‒

Construction details of a 700Mc/s
germanium mesa transistor

‒

Transistor processing equipment

‒

Negative temperature coefficient
thermistors

‒

Four-point probe measurements of surface
conductivity to determine the thickness and
doping of diffused layers

23 Materials & Devices Laboratory

‒

Isolator and non-reciprocal phase shifter
using electron beam devices

‒

Measurement of current gain in transistors
at 300Mc/s

‒

Crystal controlled gas tube clock

‒

‒

Cold cathode matrix display tube of 35 glow
points in a 5x7 display

Transistorised portable AM/FM receiver in
the range 60 to 130Mc/s

‒

Characteristics of a tunnel diode predicted
to operate at 10kMc/s

15 Valve Laboratory
‒

Display of glass blowing

‒

Demonstration of argon arc welding

‒

Eddy current heating and levitation

16 Satellite Demonstration
‒

Simulation of telephone conversation
between London and Sydney via 2 active
satellite repeaters

17 Surface Physics
‒

Effect of ambient atmosphere on the
surface electrical properties of germanium

‒

Effect of water vapour on reverse current of
silicon diodes

18 Optical Room
‒

Infrared through silicon reveals copper
precipitates

‒

Ellipsometer measures thin film thickness

19 Crystal Physics
‒

Atomic structure showing defects in the
diamond structure

1960 STL Open Day
An Open Day was held in June 1960 that
showcased the current work in the new labs.
Open Days were held to publicise the labs to the
great-and-good and also to families. They would
feature in awareness campaigns for subsequent
lab developments.
To bridge the time between the new building
construction schemes, temporary wooden and
prefab buildings were built to accommodate the
increasing workforce number. Some of those
constructed soon the 1960 opening were to last for
20 years!

Demonstration of radio-frequency heating

Henley Sterling describes the silver boat process
for zone-refining silicon in Room 6 , crystal growth

The Chemistry Laboratory, Room 11

Solution crystal growth

Alan Gilbert with the Van de Graaff generator

1960 STL Open Day

Display of valves, cavity resonators and microwave
components in Room 10

Demonstration of glass blowing in Room 15

Work on mesa germanium transistors in Room 22
From left: Jill Fowler, Mike Yea, Geoff Walker, unknown, Stan Sheppard,
Dick Swann. All ex Ilminster except for Jill Fowler (ex Enfield).

Don Hunter explains the Zebra Computer in Room 1 to Pat Russen
and her two daughters, and others

Refreshments in the Canteen with Walter
Fullop (on the right) caught on camera

Hugh Leman watches a presentation of the principle of audio
transmission from earth to a satellite using a laser (Room not known)

STL Harlow – New Equipment and Research Projects in the 1960s
When the labs were planned to move to the new
facility at Harlow, management were keen to
introduce state-of-the-art equipment and research
projects, the latter being initiated by new members
of staff recruited from other R&D laboratories.

would be the first to be sold in the UK. As this was
the case, UK Import Duty (that was considerable)
was waived.

Van De Graff Accelerator
Text based on contemporary literature and
recollections of Eric Bush.
When the new laboratories were built, the
Chemistry Laboratory included a 2MeV accelerator
for radio-chemical research. Murray Ramsay was
the person in charge of the facility.
Materials
evaluation using
an electron
microscope

As there was no one in STL who had experience of
using a TEM, a member of Peter Hirsch’s
renowned Cambridge University team was hired.
The person had responded to an advert placed in
local Cambridge publications, much to the
annoyance of the University!
The Van der Graff
Accelerator and
the building that
housed it

He trained David Thomas in the subtleties of
using the TEM, and when he left to return to
Cambridge, David took over the running of the
equipment.
The TEM was initially used to study the dislocation
structure of silicon crystals.
2. Electron Probe Micro Analyser

The main work was to study and develop de vices
resistant to radiation.
Two radiation-resistant polymers were developed:
‒

PPDA (poly p-phenylene diamine)

‒

Carbathene (a copolymer of ethylene n-vinyl
carbazole).

When heavily irradiated, Carbathene acted as a
rubber that was flexible even at liquid nitrogen
temperature.

In 1965, Ken’s group purchased a JEOL Electron
Probe Micro Analyser (EPMA). Larry Hailes, who
was working at the time on X-ray diffraction for
Mike Presland, was trained to use the EPMA.
EPMA was a fantastic tool for investigating the
metallographic and chemical structure of samples,
e.g. establishing the composition of phases in a
bulk sample and the structure of ‘inks’ used in thick
film hybrid microcircuits.

Electron Optic Equipment
Sections 1 and 2 based on discussions with Ken
Batsford and Mike Presland. Section 3 written by
John Whitaker.
1. Transmission Electron Microscope
Soon after moving to Harlow, Ken Batsford’s
group working on materials’ assessment
purchased a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). A Japanese company JEOL made a strong
pitch to get STL to choose their equipment, as it
Larry Hailes with the EPMA

3. Scanning Electron Microscope
In 1967, Mike Driver bought the first JEOL SEM to
be imported to the UK, but he left shortly
afterwards at which point I took over running the
equipment.
At STL we had looked to buy a SEM from
Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., who I believe
had recently built the world's first commercial
instrument.
However, in view of the fact that we had a JEOL
TEM, they refused to supply one to us due to the
possibility of JEOL learning some of their design
secrets, so we had to go JEOL.
I added an EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray
Analysis) analytical attachment, which enabled Xray spectra of the elements in a sample to be
established.
In addition to high-resolution imaging, the SEM
was initially used in cathodoluminescence and
voltage contrast work, but with the EDX analysis, it
became a valuable machine in failure analysis and
characterisation on a wide range of topics.

Engineering Research Council) provided funding
for the facility, to be run by Surrey University.
David Pitt supervised a number of PhD students
when working at STL on the equipment.
The expertise of the mechanical engineers was
applied to:
‒

Hydrostatic extrusion to make wire from a billet
in one pass through a die, in support of STC
Cable Division. Aluminium rod 2.5mm diameter
was extruded from a 100mm diameter billet.

‒

Continuous extrusion by the Conform process
of C-section copper or aluminium onto fibre
optic cable to form an impermeable barrier to
hydrogen and moisture.

‒

Design of submarine repeater bulkheads, fibre
optic, high voltage cable glands and joints to
stop the ingress water at a sea pressure of
15,000psi (6.5Tsi).

We later purchased an additional modern SEM/
EPMA from JEOL. This was followed by a Perkin
Elmer Field-emission Scanning Auger Microprobe.

High Pressure Research
Based on recollections of Pete Graves and
Duncan Gunn, and published work.
Colin Goodman joined STL in 1960 from the GEC
Hirst Research Centre. He proposed to the STL
Exploratory Research Group the setting up of a
facility to study materials at high pressures and
temperatures.
Funding was made available and Dr John Lees
joined in late1962 from the National Engineering
Laboratory (NEL) at East Kilbride, together with a
mechanical engineer, Ken Ashcroft.
Equipment was developed capable of handling
pressures up to 100kbar (650Tsi) and
temperatures up to 2000°C.
Small crystals of diamond were grown using a
small tetrahedral anvil arrangement. Larger
crystals were grown in a cylindrical anvil apparatus
at a pressure of 60kbar at 1500°C. Ken left in 1963
and was replaced by Duncan Gunn, also of NEL.
The effect of pressure on electrons and holes in
indium phosphide was investigated by Dr David
Pitt.
A hydrostatic 18kbar hydrostatic apparatus
incorporating a high magnetic field was developed
to study the Hall effect in GaAs, GaAsxP1-x and
HgS.
In the 1980s, STL stopped the fundamental work
on high pressures. The SERC (Science &

High-pressure press and the tetrahedral anvil

Gallium Arsenide Based Lasers
Contributed by Peter Selway.
It had been realised in the 1950’s that electronic
properties similar to or better than those of the
group 4 elements (silicon and germanium) could
be achieved by compounds of the adjacent group
3 and group 5 elements. Thus, one might expect
GaAs to be similar to Ge, and early work showed
that, for example, this material would have much
better performance in transistors at high
temperature.

Colin Goodman had joined STL in 1960 from
GEC Hirst Research Centre, where he had been
researching ternary and quaternary
semiconducting materials based on GaAs.
Soon after joining STL, Colin initiated work on
growing high purity GaAs, which was carried out
by Derek Bolger, who had been growing single
crystal germanium at STC Ilminster. George Antel
then worked on planar bipolar transistors,
investigating diffusion of dopants.
A seismic event had happened in 1959 in America
with the demonstration of the first ruby laser. It was
fairly quickly realised that with its novel band
structure, GaAs would be a candidate material for
making semiconductor lasers, and the first ones
were made in America in 1962.
This was quickly followed by the MoD labs SERL in
the UK (located at Baldock). With existing work on
GaAs at STL, the lab soon acquired contracts from
the MoD through CVD* to develop lasers based on
GaAs.
Also, STL’s parent company, Standard Telephones
& Cables, part of the multinational company ITT,
had a good international position in manufacturing
professional electronic components, so there was
the necessary potential for commercial
exploitation.

Key events in the semiconductor timeline

The initial target applications were range-finders,
target markers, IFF (Interrogation Friend or Foe)
systems, illuminators for night vision systems and
so on, although in those days, there was also a
strong ethos of supporting work which showed
promise for as-yet undefined applications.
By the end of 1963 a new team at STL, headed up
by Chris Dobson, was making rapid progress in
the development of diode lasers, and even an
embryonic production unit was being set at STC
Footscray.
This intensive activity, focused on military
applications, continued throughout the 1960s and
following decades, was managed by Peter
Selway. So when Charles Kao and George
Hockham set the world alight in 1966 with the
proposals for optical fibre communications, STL
was primed to quickly become one of the world
leaders in lasers for this application.
This culminated in the first landline system
between Hitchin and Stevenage in 1977, and the
first undersea system between the UK and
Belgium in 1986.
* Note: Originally set up during WW2 to coordinate critical
developments in radio and microwave valves, the title CVD
was once the Common Valve Development committee, but
this title evolved later to Components, Valves and Devices.

The Labs Today
The site where the labs stood for nearly 50 years is
once more home to technology businesses and,
again, is providing employment for local people.
In 2011, two years after the final demise of Nortel
Networks, Harlow was awarded Enterprise Zone
(EZ) status at two sites in the town. One was an
area that included the labs’ site with an adjacent
area to Mark Hall Sport Centre to the north.

The labs’ site would be developed to also include
four data centres to complement the business
accommodation in the ex-Nortel buildings. A fitting
purpose that illustrates the relevance of
telecommunications on modern life, particularly the
impact of the optical fibre communications
invented at STL.
The adjacent area is to become a science park.

Artist impression of the old Nortel site with four data centres.

Development of the London Road EZ began in
earnest in 2015 with the demolition of most of the
labs’ buildings. The most recently constructed
ones, M Building, V Building and the car park,
were deemed to be of sufficiently up-to-date quality
that refurbishment only would be required.

Partial demolition with the remains of Z Building still standing. A video
of the demolition can be found at https://vimeo.com/144879120

The first data centre under construction in the foreground

The developers were keen to recognise the site’s
heritage and, from an early stage, it was decided
to call the new development Kao Park with V
Building becoming Kao One, M becoming Kao
Two, and the new data centres Kao Data.

Mid-way through the demolition of the old site
buildings, Charles Kao’s wife Gwen took the
opportunity whilst in the UK, to visit the site.

The first of the four 8.8MW data centres was
opened in 2018. The Kao Data centre has been
widely recognised for its innovative design being
highly flexible and scalable whilst being very
environmentally friendly.
The first businesses to locate in Kao Park moved
in during 2016 with Raytheon (technology
company focused on airborne intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance, global sensors,
precision weapons and cyber) and global
electronics component supplier Arrow occupying
Kao One (the old V Building)
Kao Two houses Pearson Education and
Virgincare, which delivers NHS childcare services
in Essex, along with several smaller businesses.
STC QCC was approached to help with creating a
permanent display commemorating the evolution
of the Harlow labs and this was installed in the
foyer of Kao Two early in 2018.

It is the first wholesale data centre in the United
Kingdom to utilise Indirect Evaporative Cooling
requiring no mechanical refrigeration, delivers an
ultra-low power usage effectiveness (PUE) ratio,
and incorporates new gas emission monitoring
systems.
The quality of the installation, combined with
Harlow’s strategically import location serving the
London-Cambridge corridor and creating a hub for
high-density fibre routes from Dublin to
Amsterdam, has meant that investment for the
next centre has been secured ahead of schedule.
Harlow Science Park

KAO One

With Kao Park established, work commenced on
the adjacent science park in 2018.
A theme of the park will be medical technology and
the first building, due for completion late 2019, will
be Anglia Ruskin University’s Innovation Centre.
This will capitalise on the growing wider science
and engineering economy in the region, providing
affordable space for start-up businesses and
access to R & D facilities and resources, ARU’s
extensive clinical trials programme, market
intelligence and to a wide industry network.

KAO Two

The STL/Nortel display in the foyer of KAO Two

Artist impression of ARU’s Innovation Centre and Nexus, a multi
tenanted office building for technology based companies which are
under construction

